Week Five Homework Assignments:
I

MEDITATIONS

Continue to work daily with the three meditations (morning, evening and orb of light).
Feel free to work with the recordings, or on your own as you desire).
II

MIRROR MAGIC

Continue to work the mirror magic daily. Using the phrase “You, (you may also start to state
your given first name, not your Craft name), are a beautiful powerful person and you deserve to
have all you desire. I love you and I approve of you, right now, exactly the way you are!” If you
desire to alter the phrase a bit you may, but try to get the same idea across. You want to keep
strengthening your inner power though the idea of self love and self approval.
III

MAGICAL DIARY

Continue to write each day what you did magically. Remember that short entries are fine. If you
desire to write more you may. It needn’t take more than 1 or 2 minutes. Date each entry and
simply write what you did, and any impressions you may have had. When you notice any
magical successes or manifestations, please also include those in your diary as well.
IV

Gratitude

Find time daily to list that for which you are grateful. See how many things you can list by the
end of this week. Let your goal be at least 100 items.

IV

SPELL ENHANCEMENTS

1. Choose a goal that is high on your desire scale and within reason on your sphere of
influence.
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2. Define the goal and be specific as to what all the details you desire, and all the spiritual
essences it will bring you.
3. Find the house best fits your desire.
4. Be aware of the planet and element combination inherent in that house.
5. Write a short, concise incantation that encapsulates your desire that can be easily
memorized.
6. Based on the element and planet combination, decide on one spell enhancement (powder,
incense, water, wash, etc.).
7. Formulate your enhancement and write out your recipe and method you will use.
8. On the appropriate day and hour during the appropriate lunar phase, create your
enhancement.
9. Use your chant while creating your enhancement.
10. Employ wherever most appropriate, using any other spell casting techniques you have
learned. You may also employ the enhancement as its own spell.
11. Be sure to record everything you did and the results that were obtained.
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